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The weight of a power electronic transformer can be reduced in three
ways. One way is to increase frequency. As frequency is increased,the
cross-sectionalarea of the core ca.:decrease. The kilovolt-amperagerating
of a transformer is proportionalto frequency, flux density, and current den-
sity. The second way is to use high current density in the windings. When
the kilovolt-amperagera_ing is held constant, increasing the frequency has to
decrease the cross-sectionalarea. Also, increasingcurrent density must de-
crease the cross-sectionalarea of a conductor for a given current. This
causes a decrease in the winOow area and reduces the size and weight of the
transformer.

The third and perhaps the major way is thermal management or thermal con-
trol. Maximum use must be made of good heat transfer techniques. Of course,
in the space environment,conduction is the method of thermal management.
Another, but minor, method is radiation. You attempt to build as many thermal
paths as possible in your device and also to use high-thermal-conductivity
materials. That is not just restricted to the insulation systems but applies
even to such things as the core material. To dissipate the heat from the core
losses,you must also use a high-thermal-conductivltymaterial.

Figure 1 compares space and commercial transformers. The 25-kVA space r(_-
transformerwas developed under contract by Thermal Technology Laboratory,
Buffalo, N. Y.

The NASA Lewis transformer technology program attempted to develop the
baseline technology. We chose to start at the 25-kVA level. Future projec-
tions are for megawatt transformers. For the 25-kVA transformer the input
voltage was chosen as 200 V, the output voltage as 1500 V, the input voltage
waveform as square wave, the duty cycle as continuous, the frequency range _:
(w!thlncertain constraints) as I0 to 40 kHz, the operating temperatures as
85- and 130" C, the baseplate temperature as 50- C, the equivalent leakage
inductanceas less than 10 uH, the operating environment as space, and the
life expectancy as 10 years. Such a transformer can also be used for air-
craft, ship, and terrestrial applications.

Figure 2 shows the mechanical structure of the 25-kVA transformer.
Basically the mechanical structure consists of three parts: the plates, the
clamps, and the baseplate. The plates provide the conduction cooling for the
windings. There are eight plates; each plate is approxlmatelylllOth inch
thick. The plates are slit from the top of the core tube to the top of the !

• , plate to prevent the plate from acting as a shorted turn. The plates the
conduct the heat dotm to the baseplate. Each plate has a foot that is mechan-

• Ically fastened to the baseplate. We use a double "C" core arrangement. The
'- material used in this particular application was 80Ni-2OFe, known as Super-

malloy. The clamps and supports mechanically are fast_ned to the basel)late.
For good thermal transfer the underside of the core is ground smooth to g4ve
good contact.

_ Figure 3 shows the finished product. Kapton sheets are bonde_ to the
cooling plates, and then the windings are bonded to the Kapton. The windings
are pie or pancake type with the primary wtndtny on one side of a plate and
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the secondary winding on the other side. The primary windings are connected
in parallel by the two large bus bars on the top of the transformer. The pri-
mary current is fed from both ends of the bus bars. The secondary windings
are connected in series, and the output terminals are shown on the right side
of the transformerextending at a 45- angle.

The primary an_ secondary resistances were measured by a four-terminal
Kelvin bridge, and the temperaturecorrection was applied. The primary had a
resistance of 4.7 mo. The equivalent leakage inductancewas measured with
an impedancebridge. Since we wanted to reflect the leakage inductanceto the
hrimary, the secondarywas short circuited. As a result the inductancewas
less then 2 uH. The goal was an inductanceof less than 10 uH._

The two components of loss are the primary and secondary IZR loss and
the core loss (table I). The primary loss is 74 W, or approximately36 per-

cent of the total loss. The secondar_ loss is somewhat lower, 62 W, or about
32 percent of the total. The total I_R loss is 36 W, or 69 pgrcent of the
total. The co,e loss is 60 W, or about 31 percent of the total. There is
almost an equal division of loss between the primary, secondary,and core
losses. Total loss is 196 W. Calculatinothe transformer efficiency from the
total loss results in a value of 99.2 _rcent.

The weight breakdown (table !!) shows the lightweightfeatures of the
transformer. The magnetic core weighs 1.53 Ib, or 22 pe cent of the total
weight. The coils and bus bar assembly are 1.92 lb, _- 28 percent. The
structuralcon_onents,which include the mounting plates, the core supports
and brackets, and the baseplate, weigh 2.5 lb, or 36 percent of the total.
The insulatorsweigh 0.47 Ib, or 6.8 percent. The fasteners weigh 0.53 Ib, or
7.6 percent. The magnetic core an_ the coils and bus bar assembly weights,
the active part of the transformer,add up to 50 percent. The structural com- f_:
ponents, insulator,and fastener weights also add up to 50 percent. However,

- in parametric studies, many times the last three weights are ignored.
Total weight is 6.95 lb. Specific weight is 0.28 Ib/kVA. Specific power

is 3.6 kVAllb.

The lightweight,high-frequencytransformerwas a space-programdevelop- .
ment but can be used for _ircraft, shipboard_ and terrestrialapplications In
lightweight,high-frequencydc converters or high-frequencyac distribution
sysLe_. The technologydeveloped in this program certainly should be trans-
ferableto other power-magneticcomponents.
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TABLe I. - 25-kVA TRANSFORMERLOSS ANt) EFF]C|ENCY

CESCRI PTION LOS5 (WJ_._

PRI. WDGI2R 7k 37.8Z

SEC. uric. 12R 62 31.5Z

TOT,IJ-1"2-R I 3E Eg._Z

COPE 50 _0.6%

0 TOTALTRANSFOR/qERLOSS - I95 WATTS

0 TRANSFORI'E'REFFICIENCY: 95.2%

TAnLE I[. - 25-kVA TRANSFORMERi_[GHT BREAKDOMN

OggJL[gIl_ _J_L[ eLlS) z TOT__T r

P4t,_ET1C CORE 1.53 22.0Z

COILS & BUS _ ASSY 1.92 27.53

STRUCTURALCOr,POtlENTS 2.50 36.011

I NSUI.ATORS O.117 G. I_

Iq[CHANICAL FASTEICERS 0.53 7.&|

0 TOTALVEldT - S.$S LDS

!
0 SPECIFIC tdEl_T- G.211LB/k'YA tO.Ill V._/WA)

0 S_CIFIC P(;_lt - 3.5 [VA/Lli (7.92 KVA/ICI)
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., FigureI. - Comparisonof spaceand commercial25-kVAsing]e-phase
transformers,
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Figure 2. - Mechanical structure of 25-kVA transformer.
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Figure 3. - 25-kVA transformer.
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